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hen I first heard that we were
going to study the Venerable
Master’s Dharma talks, I was very
happy. When I was still a layperson,
I would study with some dharma
friends. Since we did not have the
Master’s Dharma talks on hand, we
would read the Venerable Master’s
sutra lectures. Each person would take
a turn reading a paragraph. Strangely
enough, as we read the text, we would
find answers for all the problems
in our lives. We all thought it was
truly wonderful. For example, I was
really into delicious, nutritious food;
therefore, I was constantly exposed to
the quote, “A superior person works
for the Way, not for food.” Another
laywoman was troubled by a romantic
relationship, and the Master’s lecture
would talk about purifying the body
and mind. Sometimes, I noticed that
the paragraph I was going to read
did not mention food, so I would
feel happy. However, when we were
halfway through, someone new would
join in, so that I had to read the next
paragraph, in which the Master said,
“Eat only one meal a day.” As I read
along, I thought of how powerful our
Master was. I suggest that everyone
read his Dharma talks more often. The
Master has not left us; he’s been silently
teaching us all this time.
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ᦫݺڻᎅݺଚਢشՂԳ
ऱၲقᙕᇿՕ୮ԫದࠐ
ᖂ۵ऄΔݺଡԳਢॺൄᦟΖ
ڂڇመݺװਢڇ୮ԳऱழଢΔ
ࡉړ༓ଡړᖂऄऱ۵֖Δޢၜᄎ
ڇԫದ٥ଥΔᔚੌആՂԳऱᆖࠢ
ᤩΔ߷ழ֫ᢰᝫڶչᏖՂԳ
ၲقᙕΖݺଚऱֱऄਢ܃ആԫ
ΔݺആรԲΔהആรԿΖ
լመৰ࡛ࢡΔڇആऱழଢΔݺଚ
֨㠪ऱᅀ༪ࡉسऱܺᣄΔຟڇ
ऱ㠪૿ࠩᇞΔՕ୮ຟᤚ
᨟ݎऱΖᤝݺڕৰૹီભଇΕᛜ
塄ֱڤΔൄᄎആࠩຍԫψܩ
ᘩሐΔլᘩଇωΙ؆ڶԫۯՖ
ࡺՓΔტൣऱࠃൣৰᅀ༪Δஃ
׀༉ᝑ堚ᙩߪ֨Ζڶऱழଢԫ
Δݺആऱຍԫஃ׀ᎅଇ
ऱࠃΔ֨㠪ৰᘋΖუࠩתሁ
ࠐଡԳΔףԵፋᄎΙݺԾ᧢ګആ
ՀԫၲقΔ࣠ஃ׀ᎅᚨᇠψ
ֲխԫଇωΔݺԫᢰആԫᢰუΔ
ຍଡஃ֜׀Ꮹ୭ԱΜՂԳၲقᙕ
ݺᣠ܃ଚڍΔࠡኔஃڶ׀
ᠦၲݺଚΔৰڍழଢຟਢᚈᚈխ
ߪᎅऄΔլឰچඒ֏ݺଚΖ

ˮ˟พϮ
ା̻
ՂԳᎅመΚ
ψᄎᎅऱլ
ڕᄎᦫऱΙ
ᄎᦫऱΔլڕᄎऱΜωࢬאᎅ
ऱ٦ړΔլ߷ڕଡᄎᦫऱԳΙ߷
ᄎᦫऱԳΔ࣠ڕהլΔՈਢ
شڶΙഄ߷ڶଡᄎऱԳΔթట
إࠩऄऱܓ墿ΖଡԳམᆖՈ
ࠩመՂԳऄၲقऱܓ墿ΖՂԳ
ڇԼԲᄣऱழଢၲࡨਈψ֚ܩچ
ᘣஃωΔהᎅΚֵٰ܂ऱΔՈڶ
ԫଡஃ׀Δ߷הழଢឈྥլवᓴ
ਢהऱஃ׀Δᝫਢࠐآהٻ֚ޢ
ऱஃ׀ሄਈΖᅝࠩՂԳຍၲ
قᙕऱழଢΔਢԫԲڣऱԼ
ִΔݺუലࠐݺՈᄎڶଡஃ׀Ι
ឈྥլवሐᄎլᄎࠐנ୮Δ܀ਢ
ઌॾലࠐᖂ۵ऄΔԫࡳۯڶஃ
ࠐ׀ඒᖄݺऱΔהਢᓴࡋΛݺլ
वሐΖ
ᅝழՂԳڇભഏΔڶԳ္ܫ
ݺᎅהఐऱৰᣤૹΔլױ౨ࠐ
Δࢬאլױ౨અࠉृࢨהਢٻ
הᖂ۵ऄΖ܀ਢהऱၲقղ
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ݺৰՕऱඔقΔࢬאՈ༉֚ޢ
ࠐآऱஃ׀ᙰΖᅝྥݺቝஃ
߷׀ᏖՕΕ߷Ꮦᇨ֨Δڇ֚ޢ
堚ࡉڰ࡙ऱழଢᙰΖݺਢڶ
़ழ༉ᙰΔݺ༉ኙ़ᚈუΚψ
ஃ׀Μឈྥݺլवሐ܃ਢᓴΔ܀
ਢݺઌॾ܃ਢۯवᢝΔᓮ܃
֧ݺᖂ۵ऄΖωუࠩመլ
ՆΔՂԳ༉ൕભഏࠐࠩΔᅝ
ழݺ༉અࠉԱՂԳΖױڼطवՂ
ԳऱᇩΔݺଚࠉඒ࡚۩Δຟ
౨ᛧऄ墿Ζ
ᎅࠩຍࠝݺუࠩΔۯڶऄ
ஃݺ္ܫΔנڔ୮ऱڂᒴΖڔ
ᎅΚڂ׀ᘣఐૹΔޣڔᨠଃ
ဆ៳Δ࣠׀ڔᘣਢᛮఐࢪ㠪
່լቝఐԳऱԫଡఐԳΔԫរక
࿀ຟڶΔྥ৵ڜᇡسچԱΔ
ॺڔൄტᨠଃဆ៳Ζᅝ֨ڔ
ᡖტழΔ֨խ࢙ྥန࿇Աψנ
୮ωࠟଡڗΔڔუΚψໝΔᨠ
ଃဆ៳ݦඨנݺ୮ΔړΜנݺ
୮Ζω࣍ਢ༉ᇿئڔᘣᝑຍٙࠃ
ൣΔئڔᘣᎅΚψ࿇չᏖᣋຟ
ړΔչᏖ࿇נ୮ऱᣋࡋΛ߷
ݺ༉ڶՖࠝΜլመݺଚਝྥ
ᇿ۵ဆ៳ᎅԱΔլ౨֘ᣋΔլ౨
৵ΖਢڶݺଡයٙΔऱஃ
׀ააᙇΔطააެࡳᇿᓴ
נ୮ΖωڔᎅΚψړΔ൞
ᚨΔ൞װᙇړԱΔᓴᔞٽ
ݺΖω܀ਢΔຍᏖԫᙇΔᙇԱࠟ
ڣΔࢬڶᘣ֖ࣛړຟवሐڔנ
୮ΔڔՈᎅΚψݺנ୮Ζωױ
ਢመԱࠟڣΔڔᝫਢڇ୮Ζ
ڂৰڍᘣ֖ࣛړवሐڔ
נ୮Δ۵ඒઌᣂऱ೯ࡉ
ᄅፊᖄຟᄎຏवڔΖڔຟᄎނ
ᇷறಬئڔᘣΔ࣠ئڔᘣ
ຟլٵრΖࠟڣመװԱΔڔኔڇ
࠹լԱΔ༉ᇿئᘣܰԱದࠐΔڔ
ᎅΚψ൞ਢᣑݺऱΔ൞ش൞ࠐᙇ
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ஃݺࣆࠐ׀Δᇿءլਢᇨ֨
ᨃנݺ୮ΖωئڔᘣᎅΚψݺլ
ਢऱΔڂຍࠄऄஃΔݺᎁຟ
լᔞٽΖωئڼՖᕕլᦟ
ۖཋΖ߷֚ඡՂΔڔ༉Աԫଡ
ኄΔኄࠩԫଡ۔٣ࠐسᇿڔᎅΚ
ψլᚨᇠᇿئᘣܰਮΔڂ
ऱפᓰړΜ࢚ᆖ࢚
ړΔ࢚۵Ո࢚ജΔਈᣭՈਈ
լڍΔࢬאऱஃנڶ׀Ζ
࣠ڕऱפᓰຟړ܂ԱΔऱஃ
ྥ۞׀༉ᄎࠩԱΖωรԲ֚ڔᙌ
ࠐא৵ΔئٻװᘣᓽᆞΔൕڼၲ
ࡨړړऱཛ࢚۵ΕᆖΕਈᣭຍ
Կֱ૿ࠐႧΖڍՆ৵ࠩگڔ
ᣂ࣍ՂԳࠩؖऄऱᇷறΔڔ
ئᘣԫΔԲᇩլᎅΔψኙԱΜ
ຍۯ༉ਢऱஃ׀Ζω

֎ୀ൳!
ڶԫڻΔڇሽီᄅፊ㠪Δߠԫ
ଡഡԳᤞኘࠩތԱΔڔՂᤞ߫
ऱழଢΔᎅΚψݺਢైپऱΔݺ
ਢړԳΜݺਢਬਬსቸ᧯ऱ
ᆠՠࡋΜωڔᎅຍࠄუᢞࣔڔຍ
ଡԳਢլᄎᡏࠃऱΖኔᎾՂଙ
ࢍਢլਢຍᑌΛຍଡݺଚ༉լ
वሐԱΖݺଚൄߠየᏯոᆠሐ
ᐚΔֲۖڇൄ۩ࠃՂΔਢᎅ
ࠩথլࠩΖ༉ቝ۵ඒݺଚს
༟ඍΔݺڇଚߪՂਢլਢ౨ജ
ᨃԳტ࠹ࠩს༟ߜऱ壄壀ࡋΛ
ຍ༉լߠԱΖլመڇᆣৄམᆖ
ࠟڶଡऄஃڇᚈᚈխΔ壄壀ტ֏
ࠟଡԳΔຍਢࢬݺवሐऱΔۖຍ
ࠄऄஃءԳথլवሐהଚऱᐙ
ԺΖᅝྥΔࢨ࠹ტ֏ऱԳৰ
ڍΔ܀վ֚ݺᜰຍࠟଡࠏΖ
รԫଡࠏΔਢڶԫڻΔխ
ഏՕຬऱټڶפஃΔࠩᆄ۵ৄΔ
Ծࠩ८՞ڝΔᝮᓮՂԳࡉऄஃଚװ
፟ᜯਐᖄΔࢬאՂԳ༉Աࠟଡݬ

װΖפஃڇ।ዝᄎխၲࡨ࿇
פΔڇஆऱԳၲࡨᄀᙰஷᆰΔڶৰ
ڍ೯נ܂Δۖᆣৄऱࠟۯऄஃڇ
߷ᢰጤྥ݄إΔԫ೯Ոլ೯Ζຍ
ழଢڶԫഡԳΔထᖞଡᄎऱൣ
ݮΔڔ࿇லᢰऱԳΔຍଡᙰڇ
೯Δ߷ଡ֫ᜩڇ೯ΔԫഔԳԾሂԾ
Δۯࠟߠऄஃ߷ڇᙩᙩچΔչ
ᏖՈᎅՈ೯Ζאװڃ৵Δຍഡ
Գהٻ٣سᎅڔၲࡨైپΔڔ
ᖂ۵ԱΖ
؆ԫଡࠏਢ༓ڣছΔ
ۯڶऄஃᚨਬსቸ᧯ᝮᓮΔ
ॹ֟ڣၲقΖڂᦫฒڍਢԫ
ԳΔॺਢ۵ඒஈΔࢬאऄஃא᎘
ᠾऱֱڤᓫᇩΔᓫڕ۶۞ړ
աΖᅝழۯڶભഏԳΔڇీהඒ
৵૿லᦫΔՈڶ࿇ംΖװڃ
৵ኙ୮ԳᎅΔהൕאڼ৵լپ
ۚΕլ໘ΔՈլࢼᄿԱΖהऱ
խഏᤄࡠΔైپءΔڂ
הΔ᧢ޏړ堬ଇክΔڇ
ᦫהຍᏖᎅΔటਢנඨ؆Ζຍ
ଡભഏԳլਢᎅࠩࠩΔ۟
۞աᝫঙଡՕ٠ᙰࡋΜ৵ࠐئה
ᘣࠐהΔئהᘣክۚپΕࢼ
ᄿΕ໘ΔהኙئᘣᎅΚψ൞ڕ
࣠ຍࠄࠃൣΔᓮࠩ؆ᢰװΙ
ݺڇ୮㠪ਢլۚپאױΕࢼᄿΕ
໘ऱΜω

োϑઆ̕וѢϠ
ᖂ۵ऄΔլڇΔۖਢڇ
ֲؓشൄխߠ֛פΖڇᖂ۵ऄ
ऱԳֲ墿ᏺףΔࠡխլψ۞
ऱԳωፖψ۞ຨऱԳωΖ۞ऱ
ԳΔ۞א۞աڶ࿓৫Δψ܃ଚ
ᎅऱΔݺᝫլᚩႯΛຍଡ֜
ԱΔݺᖂ߷ଡऱΖω
࢙ฃԱ۵ऄਢڇஐᄃխޣΔਢૹ
ኔ۩ऱΖڶऱԳᎅ۞աݙԫຝ
Օ៲ᆖΔՈڶԳᎅڣޢהຟ࢚
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֟ڍຝᆖΕਈ֟ڍᣭΔױਢ
ඁ֨۞ംΚψ۞աऱᒑᡴ
ࠩࢍ྇֟Աࡋ֟ڍΛᝫਢ။
࿇ऱᧀኬ۞የࡋΛω࣠ڕଥ
۩լ౨ஒᄰᒑᡴΔႧଥݹ
ࡳᐝΔ߷߆ᐝലࠐऱ৵࣠ਢ
ᎄԳᎄաΔլუऱΖ۞
ຨऱԳΔ༉ਢψଥ۩༉ਢଥ
۩ΔᄎᎅڶչᏖشΔᄎᎅ
ۖբΜωឈྥ֚֚ᖂ۵ऄΔ
܀ਢՂݙଉΕݙᙰΔ࢚ݙ
ᆖΔ۵ᝫਢ۵ΔऄᝫਢऄΔ
ݺᝫਢݺΜԫរຟլޣՂၞΔᙟ
භഀᐙΔֲԫ֚መԫ֚Δ۞ա
լᖂᝫլலԳᖂΙլᓫ৫ԳΔ
ຑ۞৫ຟڶΖಖՂԳམᎅΚ
ψ܃լڍΜ౨ᖂԫΔటإ
ࠩΔ߷թشڶΜωᣋڼאፖٺ
ۯ٥ঠΜ

The Teaching in the Venerable
Master’s Dharma Talks
The Venerable Master said that people
who know how to talk are not as good
as those who know how to listen.
People who know how to listen are
not as good as those who know how to
practice. So regardless of how well you
can speak, you are not as good as those
who actually practice the teaching.
However, it will also be useless if you
know how to listen but fail to practice
it. Only those who truly practice can
gain the benefit of Dharma. I would
like to share how I personally benefited
from the Venerable Master’s Dharma
Talks. When the Venerable Master was
twelve years old, he started bowing to
Heaven and Earth, to the kings, and
to his parents and teachers. He said
that even if you want to become a
carpenter, you still need a teacher to
teach you the skills. So he bowed to his
future teacher. It was October of 1992
when I read this comment. I thought,

“I am going to have a teacher in the
future. I do not know whether I will
leave home or not, but I am sure I will
study Buddhadharma, so I will have
a teacher. Who is he?” At that time
the Venerable Master was in America,
someone told me that he was very sick
and could not come to Taiwan, so I
couldn’t take refuge with him and learn
from him. Because of the revelation
that I had from the Dharma Talks, I
started bowing to my future teacher.
Of course, I was not as sincere as the
Venerable Master was. He would bow
to his teacher in the morning and at
night. I only bowed when I had time
and prayed silently, “Master, I do not
know who you are, but I believe you are
a wise advisor. Please guide me to study
the Buddhadharma.” Unexpectedly,
not long after, the Venerable Master
came to Taiwan and I took refuge with
him. From this, you can see that if
we actually practice according to the
Venerable Master’s teaching, we can all
gain benefit from the Dharma.
Once a Dharma Master told me
about the circumstances under which
she left the home life and became a
nun. At that time her father was very
sick and she was seeking help from
Guanyin Bodhisattva. It turned out
that her father was the only patient
in the cancer treatment room who
did not look sick, and he passed

away peacefully without any
pain. So she was very grateful to
Guanshiyin Bodhisattva. When
she was expressing her gratitude
in her mind, two words flashed
through her mind: “Leave home.”
She thought to herself, “Well, if
Guanyin Bodhisattva wishes that
I leave the home life, then that’s
what I should do.” So she told her
mother about her wish, and her
mother said: “Of all the vows you
could make, why did you make
a vow to become a nun? Then I
will no longer have a daughter! But
since you have made the promise to
the Bodhisattva, you cannot break it.
I will give you permission to leave the
home life, but on one condition: let
me decide who will be your teacher.”
The daughter said: “Sure! As long
as you agree, you can decide which
teacher is suitable for me.” However,
the selection process dragged on and
two years passed by. Every family
member and friend knew that she was
going to leave the home life, so every
time there was news or events related
to Buddhism, they would inform
her and she would tell her mother;
however, her mother did not agree.
Two years passed, and the daughter
could not stand it anymore and told
her mother, “You are just cheating me;
you’re just trying to procrastinate in
selecting a teacher. You are not really
allowing me to leave the homelife.”
The mother said, “No, that’s not the
case; I just thought all those Dharma
Masters did not suit you.” That same
night after they had had this fight, the
daughter had a dream in which an
elder person told her, “You shouldn’t
have fought with your mother,
because your own cultivation has been
inadequate. You haven’t done a good
job in reciting sutras, reciting Buddha’s
name, and bowing in repentance; so of
OCTOBER 2008 VAJRA BODHI SEA
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course you haven’t met your teacher.
When your practice is adequate,
your teacher will naturally arrive.”
She woke up the next morning and
apologized to her mother. From then
on, she started to practice diligently
in those three kinds of Dharma work.
Not long afterwards, she received
the news that the Venerable Master
was coming to Taiwan to propagate
the Buddhadharma. This time when
the mother got the information, she
straightaway said, “He’s the one! He is
the right teacher for you.”

Silent Inspiration
One time, I saw on the TV news that
a woman was captured by the police.
When she was being pushed in the
police car, she said: “I am a vegetarian,
I am a good person! I am a member
of a such and such a charity!” She was
trying to use labels to prove that she was
not a person who would do anything
bad. Whether such people are actually
good or not, we’re not really sure. We
often see people talking about virtues
all the times, but what they do in daily
life is another thing. In Buddhism, we
are taught to be compassionate, kind,
joyful, and generous; but whether
these wholesome virtues are embodied
in our personality is not for sure. Once
there were two Dharma Masters who
silently transformed two other people.
I heard these stories, but the Dharma
Masters themselves are not aware of
their influence. Of course, there might
be more people influenced by them,
but today I will give two examples.
One example is this: once there was
a famous Qigong Master who visited
the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas and
Gold Mountain Monastery. He invited
the Venerable Master and his disciples
to attend his performance and give him
guidance, so the Venerable Master sent
two of his disciples to attend. During
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the show, when the Qigong Master
started to invoke his power, many
attendees started to shake their heads
and move their bodies in various ways.
However, these two Dharma Masters
from CTTB just sat there, not moving
at all. At that time, there was a woman
who observed the entire situation. She
noticed that some people were moving
their heads, others were waving their
arms, and yet others were jumping
and screaming, but these two Dharma
Masters just sat there quietly, without
moving or saying anything. When she
went home, she told her husband that
she want to study the Buddhardharma
and be a vegetarian.
Another example is that several
years ago, one Dharma Master was
invited by a charity organization to
give a lecture to the youth. Since the
audience was mostly non-Buddhist,
the Dharma Master gave the lecture in
a lighthearted way, talking about how
to be a better person. At that time,
there was an American standing in the
back of the classroom. He did not ask
any questions, but after he went home,
he told his family that from then on,
he would quit eating meat, drinking
alcohol, and smoking. His Chinese
wife was very happy to hear that since
she was originally a vegetarian and
had had to change her diet when she
married him. Not only did he change
in those ways, this American even
shaved his head! Later his mother, who
was used to eating meat, smoking and
drinking, came for a visit, and he told
her, “If you want to eat meat, smoke,
or drink, please go outside since my
home does not allow these things!”

It Is Genuine Practice That
Works
The Buddhadharma is not found in
profound and lofty places; instead
it manifests in our daily life. Now

more and more people are studying
the Buddhadharma; however, quite
a number of them become either
arrogant or autistic. The arrogant type
of people think highly of themselves:
“You think I don’t understand what
you are talking about? It is too
shallow; I want to learn the deep and
profound stuff.” They forget that the
Buddhadharma should be sought in a
reverent manner and that it emphasizes
practice. Some people say that they
have already finished reading the entire
collection of Sutras; some declare
that they recited so many sutras and
performed so many repentances every
year. However, they do not reflect
upon themselves: “How much have I
reduced my greed, anger, and delusion?
Or am I getting more arrogant?” If
cultivators do not diligently cultivate
precepts, samadhi, and wisdom, and
fail to eradicate their greed, anger, and
delusion, with such insane “wisdom”,
their retributions will be unimaginable.
The “autistic” type of people think,
“Cultivation is merely cultivation,
what’s the use of being eloquent? You
only know how to talk about it.” They
study the Buddhadharma every day,
making incense offerings, bowing
to the Buddhas and reciting sutras;
however, the Buddha is the Buddha,
the Dharma is the Dharma, and they
are still themselves! They do not seek
for improvement at all and just follow
along with the assembly, letting time
slip by. They themselves do not learn,
nor they wish for others to learn. They
do not seek to liberate others, for they
cannot even liberate themselves.
I remember the Venerable Master
once said, “Do not be greedy! Learn
one sentence and genuinely practice
it; then it will be really effective!” This
is an encouragement for all of us!

